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Scrapbooking Workshop

Sweet as Honey | 3 layouts
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Materials Needed:
 
G1245 Sweet as Honey Scrapbooking Workshop Kit
Z3515 Black Journaling Pen (.01)
Z5009 Gilt Gloss Spray (optional)
Z3505 Dual-tip Stylus Embossing Tool (optional)
Z3224 Small Round Waterbrush (optional)
Z2045 All-purpose Mat (optional)

Optional Featured Technique: Embellishing with Gloss Spray

Project 2 Project 3

Z2060 Thin 3-D Foam Tape
Z2089 Glue Dots® Micro Dots
Paper Trimmer
Scissors
Adhesive

Project 1
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3 × 3 3 × 4 (P) 3 × 4 (L) 4 × 6 (P) 4 × 6 (L)
Project 1 3 - - - 1

Project 2 - - - 4 -

Project 3 - 2 3 - -

(P) = portrait    (L) = landscapeGather photos (13 total)

Getting Started:

• Gather all materials needed.
• Trim all zip strips and set aside. The zip strip is the ½" accent paper along the top of each sheet of patterned paper.
• Check the cut orientation below each cutting guide image. This will show you how to cut the paper, keeping the patterns on your 

project pieces facing the right direction.
• Light grey pieces on your cutting guide are project pieces. White pieces are leftover paper.
• As you cut the paper, label and sort the pieces as indicated in the cutting guide, creating a stack for each project.

Cutting Diagrams:

zip strips
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Key:

     = first cut | * = use back of paper

2B: 12 × ½

2D: 12 × ½

3N: 12 × ½

3D: 10½ × ½

3F: 4 × ½ 3S: 4 × ½
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3H*
3¼ × 3½

3L
4 × 10½

1B
10 × 10

3A
3½ × 9½

1C
4¼ × 6¼

1F
3¼ × 3¼

1G
3¼ × 3¼

1H
3¼ × 3¼

3O  3½ × ¾

1E
10 × 10
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exclusive paper

front *back

cut orientation

front *back

cut orientation

front *back

cut orientation

Tip: Cut 1F, 1G, 1H, and 1C from the right side of the 
paper, as shown.
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3I
4¼ × 3¼

3J
4¼ × 3¼

3K
4¼ × 3¼

3P
4¼ × 3¼

3Q
4¼ × 3¼

3R
4¼ × 3¼

3G
3½ × 3¾

1G
3¼ × 3¼

1D
10¼ × 10¼1G

3¼ × 3¼

1A
10¼ × 10¼
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dark *light

Toffee cardstock

3M
5 × 12

3E
5 × 11

3B  5 × ¾

3C
¼ × 10

dark *light

Shortbread cardstock

dark *light

Toffee cardstock

Black cardstock
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2C
6¼ × 12

2A
6¼ × 12
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White Daisy cardstock White Daisy cardstock
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Project 1: Left Page
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1. Use Black cardstock for base page
2. Attach 1B to 1A
3. Attach 1A 
4. Attach 1C 

Tip: Do not use adhesive along the left edge so another 
piece can be tucked behind it in a later step.

5. Attach black border die-cut above 1C
6. Attach photo
7. Embellish with stickers and additional die-cuts, as shown 

Tips: Build the honeycombs first. Attach a few of these 
pieces with thin 3-D foam tape for added dimension. Wait 
to add the half honeycomb in the lower right corner after 
making the right page. You will be trimming it from the right 
page die-cut. Tuck some die-cuts slightly behind 1C,  
as shown.

8. Embellish with cork shapes

Assemble:
1A

1B

1C

⅞

⅞

2¼

1⅞

⅝

⅜

(Optional) Prepare for Both Pages:

• Paint the two smaller bee stickers and the bee hexagon die-cut 
with Gilt gloss spray and a small dry waterbrush, as shown, then 
set aside to dry 
Tips: Work in an area you don’t mind getting messy. Gloss 
sprays stain. Clean the waterbrush with water when  
you’re done. 
Technique: Spray a small amount of gloss spray on the all-
purpose mat and pick it up with a dry waterbrush to apply.

• Add dots to two flower stickers and the center of a few hexagon 
die-cuts with Gilt gloss spray and an embossing stylus, as 
shown, then set aside to dry 
Tips: Clean the stylus with water when you’re done. 
Technique: Pick up the gloss spray with the round tip of the 
embossing stylus and touch the tip to the desired areas.
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Project 1: Right Page
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1. Use Black cardstock for base page
2. Attach 1E to 1D
3. Attach 1D
4. Attach 1F, 1G, and 1H 

Tip: Do not use adhesive along the top of 1G so other pieces 
can be tucked behind it in a later step.

5. Attach photos 
Tip: Do not use adhesive along the top of the top right photo 
so another piece can be tucked behind it in a later step.

6. Attach journaling die-cut, as shown
7. Embellish with stickers and additional die-cuts 

Tips: Build the honeycombs first. Attach a few of these 
pieces with thin 3-D foam tape for added dimension. Line up 
the bottom left honeycomb with the left page then cut the 
honeycomb and attach the other half to the left page. Tuck 
some die-cuts slightly under 1G, as shown.

8. Embellish with cork shapes 
Tip: Tuck a small honeycomb slightly under the top right 
photo, as shown.

9. Add journaling

Assemble:

1G

1H

1F

1D
1E

⅞

⅞

1⅝

1⅝

¼

¼
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Project 2: Left Page
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1. Use Sundance damask paper for base page
2. Attach 2A and 2B
3. Attach black and white diamond patterned die-cut with thin 

3-D foam tape
4. Attach photos
5. Embellish with additional die-cuts, including prepared die-

cuts, and stickers 
Tips: Attach a few of these pieces with thin 3-D foam tape 
for added dimension. Attach the black paperboard die-cuts 
with glue dots.

6. Embellish with cork shapes

Assemble:

2A

2B

2½

⅛

⅛

⅛ ⅛

(Optional) Prepare for Both Pages:

• Paint the floral die-cuts with Gilt gloss spray and a dry 
waterbrush, as shown, then set aside to dry 
Tips: Work in an area you don’t mind getting messy. Gloss 
sprays stain. Clean the waterbrush with water when  
you’re done. 
Technique: Place a small amount of gloss spray on the all-
purpose mat and pick it up with a dry waterbrush to apply.

• Add dots to black heart die-cuts with Gilt gloss spray and an 
embossing stylus, as shown, then set aside to dry 
Tips: Clean the stylus with water when you’re done. 
Technique: Pick up the gloss spray with the round tip of an 
embossing stylus and touch the tip to the desired areas.
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Project 2: Right Page
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1. Use Sundance damask paper for base page
2. Attach 2C and 2D
3. Attach black and white diamond patterned die-cut with thin 

3-D foam tape
4. Attach photos
5. Embellish with additional die-cuts, including prepared die-

cuts, and stickers 
Tips: Attach a few of these pieces with thin 3-D foam tape 
for added dimension. Attach the black paperboard die-cuts 
with glue dots.

6. Embellish with cork shapes
7. Add journaling

Assemble:

2C

2D

2½

⅛

⅛ ⅛
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Project 3: Left Page

1. Use prepared exclusive paper for base page
2. Attach 3A
3. Dovetail and attach 3B
4. Angle cut one end of 3C and 3D, matching dovetail on 3B,  

then attach 
Tip: Trim excess from 3C.

5. Attach 3E
6. Attach 3F
7. Dovetail 3H and attach to 3G
8. Dovetail 3G to follow dovetail of 3H
9. Attach 3G

10. Attach 3I, 3J, and 3K with thin 3-D foam tape 
Tip: Do not use adhesive along the left edge of 3J so 
another piece can be tucked behind it in a later step.

11. Attach photos
12. Attach small, prepared beehive 

Tip: Do not use adhesive along the left edge so other pieces 
can be tucked behind it in a later step. Tuck slightly  
behind 3J.

13. Embellish with stickers, including prepared stickers, and 
additional die-cuts, including prepared die-cuts 
Tips: Attach a few of these pieces with thin 3-D foam tape 
for added dimension. Attach black paperboard die-cuts with 
glue dots.

14. Embellish with cork shapes 
Tip: Tuck hexagon slightly behind prepared beehive die-cut.

Assemble:
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3A

3B

3C
3D

3G

3F

3H

3E
3I

3J

3K

½

½

½

¾

¼

¼

¼

⅜

2¼

(Optional) Prepare for Both Pages:

• Splatter center left area of left base page and top left area of 
right base page with Gilt gloss spray, as desired, then set aside 
to dry 
Tips: Work in an area you don’t mind getting messy. Gloss  
sprays stain. 
Technique: Shake the bottle well with the cap on. Unscrew the 
spray cap and then, holding the pump straw horizontally, very 
gently tap the spray cap  above the area where you want the 
droplets to land. Protect any surrounding areas that you don’t 
want the splatters with scratch paper.

• Paint bee stickers and die-cut with Gilt gloss spray and a dry 
waterbrush, as shown, then set aside to dry 
Tip: Clean the waterbrush with water when you’re done. 
Technique: Spray a small amount of gloss spray on the all-
purpose mat and pick it up with a dry waterbrush to apply.

• Add dots to black heart die-cuts with Gilt gloss spray and an 
embossing stylus, as shown, then set aside to dry 
Tip: Clean the stylus with water when you’re done. 
Technique: Pick up the gloss spray with the round tip of the 
embossing stylus and touch the tip to the desired areas.

• Assemble both beehives from die-cut pieces and attach cork 
hexagons, as shown
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Project 3: Right Page
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1. Use prepared exclusive paper for base page
2. Attach 3L
3. Attach 3M and 3N
4. Attach 3O, 3P, 3Q, 3R, and 3S
5. Attach large, prepared beehive 

Tip: Do not use adhesive along the left edge so other pieces 
can be tucked behind it in a later step. 

6. Embellish with stickers, including prepared stickers, and 
additional die-cuts, including prepared die-cuts 
Tips: Attach a few of these with thin 3-D foam tape for  
added dimension. Attach black paperboard die-cuts with 
glue dots. Cut two 4" strips from the word strip sticker to 
attach to the top and bottom of 3L.

7. Attach photos
8. Embellish with cork shapes 

Tip: Tuck a hexagon slightly behind the prepared beehive 
die-cut.

9. Add journaling

Assemble:

3M

3L

3N

3O

3P 3Q 3R

3S

2

½

½½¾

1

¼


